At a glance: This rehab stroller is good for us
This checklist will help you in deciding which rehab stroller comes into question for you.
Your child’s therapist and your specialist dealer can provide advice for your decision.

Sample application:
This is important for my child and myself in day-to-day life.
You can also download
this checklist
www.thomashilfen.com/
checklist-rehabstroller
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My child needs a fully supine position. Just a slightly reclining position is not sufficient,
since he/she should also lie on the side.

···

I need a stroller in which I can quickly change the viewing direction. My child often has
spastic episodes and I want to be able to look at him/her.

···

My child sometimes has to sit in the stroller for a long time. If he/she gets tired while we
are on the go, he/she should be able to get some rest.

···

Because my child has to have a 180° reclining position and sometimes lies on his/her
side, I want to be sure that the stroller does not tip backwards.

···

When we are away from home, my child should sit stably and upright. But I want him/her to
still be able to sit comfortably and have times for relaxation.

···

My child reacts very sensitively to vibrations. A good suspension and soft upholstery are
therefore important to us.

···

My child’s legs should not dangle in the air when he/she is seated in the stroller. We need
a footrest that can be adjusted to the leg length.

···

Our stroller should have versatile uses because we do not want to have restrictions
imposed on us. It should be easy to push it using swivel wheels in the city and with
locked wheels on somewhat bumpier roads, for example.

···

My child needs a lot of support when sitting; it must be possible to individually adjust
everything in the stroller.

···

We are on the road a lot and our stroller always has to come with us. I already have back
problems and do not want to be burdened with a heavy stroller.

···

My child needs to receive medical treatment even when we are on the move. For
example, we have to bring along an oxygen tank or an aspirator. The stroller should
therefore have a good way to carry these things.

···

Since my child sits so well in the stroller, we want to use the seat unit as a replacement for
the therapy chair in the kindergarten. We need a suitable chassis for this.

···

We already have a rehab stroller and need a practical second rehab stroller that we can
quickly take with us for short distances.

···

We are outside a lot, and we like to go on long walks sometimes. The stroller must be
able to do this.

···

Our bus service offers special restraining devices for wheelchairs and strollers in their
minibus. The stroller should be able to take advantage of these.

···

I want to be certain that the rehab stroller is truly safe to use for both my child and me.

···
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180° supine position
Turnable seat (face-to-face)
to observe the child
Reclining setting for rest position
Increased prevention of tipping
(BSS Balance-Safety-System)
Seat tilting for switching between active and relaxed sitting
Extra-high sitting comfort

Height-adjustable footrest

Lockable front wheels / steering
lock for uneven terrain

Very many adjustment options

Very low weight

Vent tray for
medical equipment, etc.
Alternative chassis that can be
lowered for indoor use
Rapid and agile use,
such as in the home
Long trips outdoors
“Crash” version approved
as a seat in a motor vehicle
(e.g. a bus)
Tested according to international
safety standards
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